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Points of View: 
App Analysis



Overview

In this analysis, I chose three apps that I use quite often: Pinterest, 
LinkedIn, and Google Photos. I looked at each of their reviews on 
the iPhone App Store, and then I selected 3 positive, 3 negative, 
and 3 suggestive (normally within the 2-4 star range) comments 
on each app which voiced users’ satisfactions and frustrations. 
Finally, I crafted two POV statements for each app based on these 
reviews.

A Point of View (POV) statement combines the user, their needs, 
and important insights. From the POV statements, one should 
be able to better understand users’ needs and feelings about the 
product.
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Pinterest: Overview

Pinterest allows users to find what visually inspires them through photos, short videos, and link 
thumbnails. Users are able to save their inspirations as ‘pins,’ organize them in folders, share what 
they love, and even shop to make something theirs. There are countless ideas shared such as cooking 
recipes, DIY projects, room decor, helpful info-graphics, and even software tutorials.
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Pinterest: Positive
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Pinterest: Negative
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Pinterest: Constructive
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Pinterest: POV

▶ Users who like consistency need less frequent updates that deliver major 
changes because too many changes at a time frustrate users who are used to 
finding what they want in a certain way. Frequent updates also mean more 
frequent bugs, which adds to this frustration.

▶ Users who enjoy finding the things they are looking for need a more 
optimal home page (namely less ads and refreshing) because things often 
disappear in the refresher algorithm, and sifting through numerous ads at one 
time tends to annoy the user.
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LinkedIn: Overview

LinkedIn is a networking app for professionals, job seekers, and businesses. Users can create their 
career profile, build their network, connect with recruiters and businesses, and use their profile as 
their online resume. LinkedIn provides advanced search filters to narrow down the countless jobs to 
the ones that match users’ preferences.
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LinkedIn: Positive
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LinkedIn: Negative
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LinkedIn: Constructive
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LinkedIn: POV

▶ Users who want to find jobs they are qualified for need to have more 
flexible settings because being restricted to one feed algorithm as well as 
being forced into rigid profile settings can make the search for quality content 
more difficult. This is especially given that LinkedIn recommends jobs on the 
feed as well as in notifications based on the user's profile settings.

▶ Users who want quality interactions with real professionals need to be able 
to filter inauthentic or insensitive users because having to encounter bots, 
scammers, and unprofessional people without a proper way to filter them out 
detracts from the career-oriented environment LinkedIn wishes to foster.
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Google Photos: Overview

Google Photos serves as a hub for photos and videos. It allows users to back up the content from 
their camera roll and be removed from their device’s storage. Users can also visual search (search 
content by people, places and things), edit their photos with advanced tools, receive automatic 
albums, and share libraries with other users.
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Google Photos: Positive
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Google Photos: Negative
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Google Photos: Constructive
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Google Photos: POV

▶ Users who like flexibility need a way to select which photos, or types of 
photos, they want to back up because some people delete photos quickly 
upon capturing, but sometimes they appear in Google Photos anyway. Google 
Photos only allows users to back up all photos or none, which can be annoying 
in situations like this.

▶ Users who want transparency need better, less buggier ways to see and 
organize their photos because sometimes when the user changes syncing 
settings, photos end up appearing in random orders and places (even in the 
trash) when it was unwarranted.
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